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1. Introduction
This document provides a high level, non-collection specific assessment of the PDF file format
with regard to preservation risks and the practicalities of preserving data in this format.
This format assessment is one of a series of assessments carried out by the British Library’s
Digital Preservation Team1. An explanation of criteria used in this assessment is provided in
italics below each heading.
1.1 Scope
This document is Part 1 of a two-part document. It will primarily focus on the PDF (versions 1
through 2.0). Other relevant (for digital preservation) and commonly encountered sub-formats or profiles - of the PDF family, PDF/A (parts 1 through 3), are discussed in the separate Part 2
document.
Note that this assessment considers format issues only, and does not explore other factors
essential to a preservation planning exercise, such as collection specific characteristics, that
should always be considered before implementing preservation actions.
1.2 PDF Summary
PDF is a file format designed primarily to represent page-based documents in a cross platform
manner. PDF became a series of ISO standardised profiles since version 1.7. Ange Albertini's
PDF101 document walk through provides a useful overview of the PDF document structure [1].
The latest version, PDF 2.0, was not intended to replace version 1.7, but rather to enhance and
refine the PDF language and deprecate features that are no longer used (e.g. Form XObject
names).
PDF has a variety of sub-flavours to it, PDF/A (See Part 2), PDF/UA, PDF/X, for example.

2. Assessment
2.1 Development Status
A summary of the development history of the format and an indication of its current status
Adobe created version 1 of PDF in 1993 basing it largely on a subset of PostScript. It continued
adding new functionality2 through eight major versions. Version 1.7 achieved standardisation as
ISO 32000-1 in 2008, at which point, control of the specification passed to an ISO Committee
who are responsible for producing future versions of the PDF specification [2]. PDF (and its
various profiles) continue to be refined, the latest being PDF 2.0 (ISO 32000-2) released in 2017.
As PDF is now an open standard, any subject-matter expert whose country is a member of ISO’s
Technical Committee (TC 171 SC 2) can join the other experts at the table, and help determine
the nature and direction of the world’s de facto electronic document format.
2.2 Adoption and Usage
An impression of how widely used the file format is, with reference to use in other memory
organisations and their practical experiences of working with the format
PDF has become a ubiquitous format for exchanging electronic copies of page based
documents. Duff Johnson's survey of document file-format popularity, as measured by way of
Google’s ‘filetype:’ search, reveals 77% of documents were PDFs in February 2014 [3]. Johnson
explains: ‘Born before the web to facilitate the exchange of hardcopy documents, PDF is the
format people use when they need an electronic ‘hard copy’ document. Many business,
publishing and records-keeping applications require a reliable, flexible and capable analog for
1

2

This document was originally a single PDF assessment. It is restructured as a two-part document (Part
1: PDF and Part 2: PDF/A profile) based on the suggestion by the National Library of Wales. The
assessment is also updated with a review produced in March 2019 by the NLW following a meeting of
the Legal Deposit Digital Preservation Group.
As described in the Adobe Specifications section of [32]
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paper. Some love their TIFF files, but those are pictures, not documents. For the vast majority,
PDF remains the only game in town’.
PDF is used almost universally in academia as the format of choice for research papers, with
PDF dominating the pre-print heavy institutional repositories of Further and Higher Education
institutions. Hitchcock and Tarrant generated format profiles for a variety of repositories and note
that: ‘For open access research repositories the typical profile is dominated by PDF and its
variants and versions’ [4].
The British Library holds large numbers of PDF files, with particularly large incidences of PDFs
in the UK Web Archive, in eJournals, and where PDF is used as an access copy for digitised
books or newspapers.
Andrew Jackson's research [5] reveals the large numbers of software applications used to create
PDF files in the UK Web Archive – 2,100 distinct software identifiers - and speculates that ‘the
number of distinct implementations can be taken as an indicator for the maturity, stability and
degree of standardisation of a particular format, although more thorough analysis across more
formats would be required to confirm this’. How many of these software applications created
PDFs using native code rather than one of the many PDF libraries is unclear, but this remains a
startling figure.
2.3 Software Support
2.3.1 Rendering Software Support

An overall impression of software support for rendering the format with reference to: typical
desktop software; and current support on British Library reading room PCs
Support for viewing or rendering PDFs is good with a significant number of viewer applications
that are at a reasonable level of maturity [6]. A number of open source viewers have been
developed although support does lag behind revisions of the PDF standard as new functionality
is added [7].
Issues
A variety of issues contribute to uncertainty over PDF rendering and the impact this may have
on long-term preservation. Adobe Reader's [8] tolerance in rendering invalid PDFs, the lack of
effective PDF validation, the variable quality and support provided by 3 rd party viewers and the
quality of PDFs generated by a multitude of sub-standard PDF creating software all play a part
in creating a complex and somewhat opaque picture of potential preservation risk.
Van der Knjiff notes that tolerance has been built into viewers due to a need for compatibility:
‘The PDF specification states that reader (or viewer) applications should be written in such a
way that they simply ignore any unknown features (such as new features that did not yet exist
when the reader was written). This also implies that if a (new) document contains features that
are not recognised by the (old) reader, these features may not display the way they should, or
they may not even display at all’ [9].
Experiments in the Testbed Digitale Bewaring Project (including with PDF files) suggested that
new viewers often behaved differently in terms of what was rendered than previous viewers [10].
Sheila Morrissey observed the tolerances to invalid PDFs present in Adobe Reader, and notes
that even the minimal documentation for these disappeared from the PDF Specification on ISO
standardisation. She states ‘Older versions of the PDF specification included an appendix called
“Implementation Notes”, which describes at least some of the deviations from the specification
for which Acrobat reader attempts to compensate. These notes do not comprise a part of the
ISO PDF 32000-1:2008 document. Further, these notes, while helpful, beg the question as to
what we are to consider authoritative with respect to PDF format instances: the specification, or
the behavior of the Acrobat reader application’ [11].
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This issue is exacerbated by the sheer complexity and range of functionality that has been added
to the PDF Specification over the last two decades. Van der Knijff notes that ‘aside from Adobe,
a myriad of companies, organisations and individuals offer applications for viewing PDF
documents. Because of the complexity and feature-richness of the PDF format, many of these
third-party applications do not support the full set of features defined in the PDF specification.
This may also result in documents not appearing the way they were originally intended’ [9].
Duff Johnson provides survey results that suggest that badly formed PDFs are a not insignificant
problem in terms of scale: ‘In a survey of ECM industry professionals in March 2013 the PDF
Association found a third [of respondents] claiming to personally encounter bad PDF files, or
believed them to be commonplace. A quarter of respondents thought more than 1% of PDF files
were broken in some way’ [12]. Concrete research is of course difficult as validation tools are
themselves unreliable (see section 2.3.2 below) but Van der Knijff provides some initial data on
invalidity of PDFs in the GovDocs corpus [13]. His conclusions mainly refer to the lack of ground
truth and validation effectiveness and further developments here would clearly be useful.
2.3.2 Preservation Software Support

An impression of the availability and effectiveness of software for managing and preserving
instances of the file format
Format identification
Identification is supported by the usual range of format identification tools such as Unix File,
Apache Tika and DROID. Both DROID and Tika provide version level identification.
Validation, Conformance Checking and Detecting Preservation Risks
A number of software tools provide facilities to validate PDFs against the PDF specification (as
in the case of JHOVE [14]). Comparative reports provide some indication of the quality of these
tools, but regardless of their effectiveness it remains unclear how useful it is from a preservation
perspective to make preservation judgements on the basis of validity alone. The tolerance of
viewer applications to undocumented specification infringements (see Rendering Software
Support above) complicates the situation.
Experiments with filtered results from validation tools for both conformance checking against a
policy driven profile and for detecting specific known preservation risks are at an early stage but
would benefit considerably from better validation software. Apache Preflight has been applied in
experiments for this purpose, with experiments at a SPRUCE hackathon [15] and subsequent
work from Van der Knijff highlighting the immaturity of Preflight but also the considerable
progress in bug fixing resulting from experimentation and engagement [13]. Currently however,
the knowledge gap between validation results [16] and how they might align with preservation
risks remains significant.
Concerns about the lack of effective PDF validation continue to the present day with PDF experts
Duff Johnson and Sheila Morrissey both calling for energy to be devoted to solving this key
challenge [17].
Flint [18], developed at the British Library as part of the SCAPE project, provides a promising
framework for validating PDF files against institutional policies. It makes use of a number of
other tools, including Apache Preflight and PDFBox, and has a focus on DRM detection (see
section 2.9). As noted in its documentation, it is a ‘work-in-progress and hence far from being
satisfactory from a domain-specific point of view, but should be a good guide for how to
implement your own format-validation implementation’ [18].
The issues noted above under Rendering Software clearly make visual inspection of PDF
rendering challenging due to the tolerances of the viewers.
Metadata Extraction
There are a number of options for extracting metadata from PDFs, from both open source and
commercial tools, such as Apache Tika [19], the NLNZ Metadata Extraction Tool [20], JHOVE
[21], or 3-Heights™ PDF Extract [22].
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Migration
Migration to and from PDF is supported by a considerable number of dedicated PDF focused
applications, as well as more general applications that feature PDF support as secondary
functions (such as Microsoft Word that supports creation of PDF and PDF/A natively). This is
not surprising given the format's ubiquity and the comprehensive support provided PDF libraries
[23]. A number of tools provide facilities for manipulating the content and structure of PDF files,
which could be useful in a preservation setting (for example, QPDF [24]). PDF Tron is an
example of one of the many toolsets that provides support for both generation of PDFs and
migration from PDF to a variety of other formats.
It should be noted that support for quality checking of migrations via comparison between source
and destination files remains poor. Validation of the result (or even comparison of validation
before and after) may not provide sufficient confidence that significant properties have survived
the migration. Experience in validating software for converting PDF to PDF/A suggests a range
of complexities and subtleties that make even the assessment and the choice of software a
challenge3. For example, Jenny Mitcham (Archaeology Data Service [25]) notes various
challenges with PDF to PDF/A migration [26].
2.4 Documentation and Guidance
An indication of the availability of practical documentation or guidance with specific reference to
the facilitation of any recommended actions
Two versions of the core PDF specifications have been ISO standardised and published to date:
PDF version 1.7 (ISO 32000-1:2008) and PDF version 2.0 (ISO 32000-2:2017). The
documentation is available for download (with a fee for non-ISO members). Copies of PDF 1.7
documentation are also provided by Adobe [2] along with an archive of legacy documentation
[27]. As would be expected for a format used as widely as PDF, documentation and other
support for PDF usage and tool development is available from a number of sources, such as the
PDF Association [28].
One of the known issues with PDF is PDF viewers’ tendency to tolerate invalid or badly formed
PDF files, which could mask various preservation issues. As Julia Wolf puts it, it is ‘called Adobe
Acrobat because it’ll bend over backwards! [29]’. The issue is often considered as the
consequence of ambiguities accumulated in PDF documentation over the years. Wolf notes:
‘While reading the ISO 32000-1 [PDF 1.7] document – or really any technical specification –
what you really need to pay the most attention to, is what is not said. Not only is ISO 32000-1
absent of any formal language definition (BNF, etc.) but many possible glosses which can be
formed that are not defined. (As it says right at the very beginning of the ISO 32000-1, there’s
nothing in this document that defines whether or not a PDF file is well-formed or not)’ [29].
As mentioned above, Adobe Reader effectively operates as a de facto reference implementation
for PDF, but arguably without some of the necessary openness required to become a genuine
reference implementation. Duff Johnson noted: ‘In their attempt to ensure that even the sloppiest
PDF files still worked, Adobe created a situation in which developers could (and have) used
Adobe’s Reader as the reference implementation for their PDF software. In 2010, there is still
no alternative to Adobe Reader when it comes to validating third-party software’ [30].
The documentation for PDF 2.0, however, convinced Johnson to state that PDF ‘has evolved’:
‘PDF 2.0 addresses ambiguities, corrects errors and updates normative references. Hundreds
of other pages were touched; some a little, some a lot. Although these changes don't represent
new features per se, they make it much easier to implement the specification. In short, PDF 2.0
will make it easier and less costly for developers to improve their support for PDF technology at
every level’ [31].
Although improved clarity in the version 2.0 documentation is a crucial step towards more
effective and reliable preservation actions for PDFs, the accumulated impact of ambiguities over
the years, on validation for example, is likely to remain significant.
3

See Validation, above.
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2.5 Complexity
An impression of the complexity of the format with respect to the impact this is likely to have on
the British Library managing or working with content in this format. What level of expertise in the
format is required to have confidence in management and preservation?
As the PDF format has been developed Adobe have introduced a considerable range of
functionality that has added to the complexity of the format and the basic structure originally
introduced in version 1. Wikipedia provides an overview of the functionality added in each
version, such as embedded JPEG2000 filters, encryption, Universal 3D support and fill in forms
[32]. Support for optimisation of PDFs so that partially downloaded files can begin to be
displayed straight away (for example in a web browser) is provided by optionally structuring files
in a ‘linear’ fashion. The challenges involved in validating or merely supporting this considerable
range of functionality are noted in various sections throughout this document. As Van der Knijff
illustrates in a blog post exploring embedded files [33], even select parts of the PDF standards
require careful consideration to inform involved analysis of preservation risks.
The complexity of the PDF standard(s) and the implications of this complexity for security
considerations are highlighted by both Julia Wolf in OMG WTF PDF [29; 34], and Ange Albertini
on Corkami [35]
2.6 Embedded or Attached Content
The potential for embedding or attaching files of similar or different formats, and the likely
implications of this
PDF provides a variety of ways to embed content of other file types. Embedding of images (what
might be referred to as ‘inline’) is provided by Image xObjects which can utilise one of 10 filters
(including JPEG2000 compression, JBIG or LZW). Inline multimedia is provided by Media Clip
Objects. The attachment of files that do not need to be processed by a PDF reader (for example,
for associating documents referenced from a PDF) is provided by embedded file streams 4.
Attached files, of course, provide challenges for format identification tools so they will not be
detected without deeper, format specific file parsing.
Carl Wilson's experiments with embedded content in PDFs reinforces the complexity of this risk
and the challenges in identifying content that can be embedded or attached in a variety of ways
[36].
From PDF version 1.3, embedded JavaScript can be used to perform certain actions such as
manipulating data from user filled forms, and from version 1.6 for manipulating embedded
Universal 3D content. JavaScript adds an additional level of complexity for viewers and without
it, functionality and appearance of pages when rendered may be inaccurate [9]. Van der Knijff
notes deficiencies in detecting the presence of JavaScript in PDFs using Preflight [37].
Issues with embedded or attached content are discussed in more detail in the Part 2 assessment
in relation to the various PDF/A standards.
2.7 External Dependencies
An indication of the possibility of content external to an instance of the file format that is
complimentary or even essential to the intellectual content of the instance
A PDF may reference an external file in a number of different ways including: link annotations,
references from stream objects, movie and sound annotations, web capture content, and
reference xObjects [9].
Successful and accurate rendering of a PDF file may depend on font information external to the
file. Assuming there are no copyright complications (see Legal Issues) font information can be

4

Van der Knijff provides a detailed exploration of the ins and outs of embedding and attaching within
PDF in [33]
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embedded to avoid this problem. Van der Knijff notes also that ‘in order to avoid any possible
ambiguity about the font’s name, fonts should be subset as well as embedded’ [9].
Verifying that a PDF file includes all necessary font information is a challenging task. Visual
checking can be difficult as viewers will automatically substitute similar fonts where possible,
rather than reporting any errors. Wilson observes that merely checking for the presence of a font
is likely to be insufficient [38].
Kam Woods and Geoffrey Brown provide some insight into the frequency of font problems, albeit
with a non-PDF specific scope: ‘We have shown that the majority (up to 79%) of digital
documents obtained from a wide range of sources can be rendered accurately using fonts
appearing in modern desktop environments such as the combination of Microsoft Windows and
Microsoft Office. With a small amount of additional work – using information drawn from font
foundries, or performing family name matches for legacy fonts or commercial fonts for which
distribution has ceased – we can expect to increase this coverage to 92%.’
‘This nevertheless leaves a large number of documents unaccounted for. Microsoft’s own search
engine indexes nearly 60 million documents currently available on the web. At this level of
coverage, 1.8 million documents are guaranteed to be rendered inconsistently on a typical
workstation. For many of these documents, the loss of information may be negligible. It is
impossible, however, to quantify this without appropriate software tools to analyze the risk to a
particular collection’ [39].
Van der Knijff assessed validation errors in the Govdocs corpus and also provided some insight
on the frequency of this issue: ‘What is clear here is that the majority of failed tests is font-related.
...the results are consistent with the outcome of a 2013 survey by the PDF Association, which
showed that its members see fonts as the most challenging aspect of PDF, both for processing
and writing’ [13].
2.8 Legal Issues
Legal impediments to the use, management or preservation of instances of the file format
Adobe holds a number of patents relating to PDF and has issued royalty free rights on a
significant number of these in order to encourage uptake and 3rd party development of PDF tools
[40]. A change of policy in at least the short term appears to be highly unlikely given the obvious
success of this approach.
Where fonts are not embedded in a PDF there is risk of loss of appearance and possibly
meaning (see below) but copyright restrictions may prevent embedding [9]. This may open up
preservation risk or where a copyrighted font has been embedded risk copyright infraction for
the preserving organisation. Fanning suggests that there may also be restrictions on how fonts
are distributed: ‘Organizations sometimes use their own bespoke families of fonts to help
authenticate documents. These restrictions may impact on where PDF/A can be applied, how it
can be preserved and where access can be provided’ [41]5. Furthermore, a migration tool may
make a poor font substitution and embed copyright protected fonts into the document without
issuing a sufficient warning.
2.9 Technical Protection Mechanisms
Encryption, Digital Rights Management and any other technical mechanisms that might restrict
usage, management or preservation of instances of the file format
The PDF standards permit PDFs to optionally be password protected or for elements of a
document to be encrypted, with option to restrict a number of operations such as viewing or
printing. Both present potential preservation risks, although password protection can easily be
bypassed and some 3rd party viewers will not enforce password protection as a matter of course.
Encryption is potentially more serious. The password required to decrypt an encrypted PDF

5

Page 15.
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could be cracked if deemed to be legal, but a strong password may make this a time consuming
challenge, albeit one that will diminish over time as computational power increases.
2.10 Other Preservation Risks
Other evidence based preservation risks, noting that many known preservation risks are format
specific and do not easily fit under any of the sustainability factors above
Johan van der Knijff notes that newer versions of PDF are backwards inclusive but not entirely
so: ‘In principle, newer versions are always backward-inclusive; however, the ISO 32000 edition
contains the following statement: “The specifications for PDF are backward inclusive, meaning
that PDF 1.7 includes all of the functionality previously documented in the Adobe PDF
Specifications for versions 1.0 through 1.6. It should be noted that where Adobe removed certain
features of PDF from their standard, they too are not contained herein.” ISO 32000 does not
provide any information on which features have been removed during the evolution of the format’
[32].
2.11 Preservation Risk Summary
A summary of preservation risks and recommended actions (where possible)
PDF is a ubiquitous format in the contemporary computing world but widespread adoption,
usage and software support has not led to the universal mitigation of preservation risks
associated with this format. Most of these risks are precluded from PDF/A, for which see the
Part 2 of the document.
The presence of invalid or badly formed PDF files in deposited collections appears to be highly
likely but the impact on preservation and future access is unclear. Further research, study of
specific collections, and analysis of validation tools would help to clarify the situation. Improved
validation software would go a long way to addressing the challenge itself. Lobbying of the
industry and contributions to open source validators (even if those contributions are only bug
reports) could be considered as useful actions. The former of these could perhaps be pursued
by digital preservation advocacy organisations. Further exploration and research on the various
font related risks, primarily investigating the frequency and impact of missing font information, is
arguably the other key priority.
Of the remaining risks listed below, encryption appears to be of the highest impact and,
depending on collection requirements, detection of encryption could be important. For example,
for PDFs deposited under legal deposit, an automated detection mechanism would allow
encrypted PDFs to be rejected.
The following list summarises risks for PDF 2.0 and versions prior to that where those features
are supported.


Invalid or badly formed PDF files
o May affect ability to render files now or in the future



Legal issues
o Embedded copyrighted fonts may pose copyright infraction for the preserving
organisation



Missing font information
o Where not easily substituted, could lead to loss of critical information, particularly
where, for example, mathematical formula are present



Encryption
o Password protection or encryption of elements of a document may prevent viewing
o Optional restrictions may prevent specific kinds of use of a PDF, e.g. printing



File attachments
o Attachments of any file format could pose a variety of preservation risks in
themselves
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JavaScript and executable file launch
o Enable complex interactive behaviour that without it could result in inaccurate
rendering



Embedded multimedia content
o Included video, sound and/or JPEG2000 streams may be discarded on conversion
to PDF/A



External references
o References to external files may affect rendering if they change or disappear

Note also that PDF has the potential for a variety of security exploits [42].

3. Recommendations for Action
Recommended actions in usage and handling of the format. Recommend actions in the support
or development of software applications that provide, or have the potential to provide, significant
risk mitigation for the format. Note that these recommendations do not take into account other
requirements such as those driven by specific British Library collections, or non-preservation
issues such as resourcing.
The complex situation that has led to the common occurrence of invalid or badly formed PDFs
(caused by poor support for validation, the tolerance of PDF viewers such as Adobe Reader,
and the lack of accuracy of PDF creating applications) creates a worrying situation for those
preserving PDF for the long-term. The impact of this situation on long-term preservation is
unclear and would benefit from further research. A number of the other identified PDF features
and/or risks have the potential to be catastrophic from a preservation point of view (such as
encryption or missing font information). Strengthening our ability to detect these risks and
ultimately developing trusted (and verifiable) means of fixing these issues in PDF files will be
essential.
Handling Recommendations
It is recommended that PDFs are created as PDF/A (ideally PDF/A-1) and ideally validated using
a suitable PDF/A validator (See more in Part 2). Although research indicates that PDF/A
validation is imperfect it is likely to be able to catch obvious functionality that should be avoided
and therefore act as a useful quality assurance process as well as simplifying future preservation
work.
Where PDFs are deposited with a collecting agency, it is suspected that checking conformance
to a subset of a selected version of PDF/A using a PDF/A validator would be useful in identifying
preservation risks. However, the severity and frequency of these risks in collections remains
unknown. Modifying PDFs in order to meet preservation criteria could potentially do more
damage than good, and will not be a trivial or inexpensive matter. It is therefore recommended
that further research is conducted before efforts are focused on operationally assessing or
validating deposited PDFs.
Software Recommendations
As noted above, the severity and frequency of the risks identified above remain relatively poorly
understood. Existing published research has only begun to scratch the surface in revealing how
these risks may affect an archive collection of PDF files (or not as the case may be!). Research
to apply validation tools to collections in order to more clearly identify genuinely problematic
PDFs6, or indeed discount identified risks whose frequency or impact is not significant, would
help considerably to inform handling guidelines and potentially avoid overly prescriptive and
potentially costly PDF fixing that has been adopted by some organisations. It is suggested that
research of this kind examines a variety of tools and examines both organisation-held data and
one of the publicly available corpora ensuring both relevancy and reproducibility of the work.
Key targets for the work should include:
 Better understanding of the effectiveness/accuracy of existing PDF validators
6

For example identifying missing fonts that compromise rendering of mathematical formula
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Understanding how PDF validators might be applied in identifying PDF risks (in
particular, which validation reports relate to which risks)
Understanding the frequency and impact of PDF risks in specific collections (through
application of the above)

Collaborating with other organisations to encourage and support the development of an effective
PDF validator may well have a significant effect on the overall quality of PDF creating
applications and ultimately the PDFs which will become part of collections in the future.
Monitoring Recommendations
The preservation risks faced by PDF are unlikely to change rapidly and so review of this
document should not be considered a high priority. However, awareness of new software
developments that may provide useful PDF validation mechanisms should be maintained.
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